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1. HOW THE ELECTRICITY AND NATURAL GAS SECTORS WORK
This report considers the infrastructure and systems that provide electricity and natural gas for use in
homes and businesses, with a focus on residential customers. Below, we describe how the electricity
and natural gas sectors work currently, and changes that are disrupting and improving the way energy
can be provided.

1.1.

What Is Included in the Sector?

Electricity
Electric infrastructure includes three components of the power grid: generation, transmission, and
distribution. Generation consists of the boilers, steam turbines, engines, photovoltaic cells, wind
turbines, and fuel cells that generate electricity; the fuel consumed by this equipment; and their
supporting systems (such as cooling, air and water emissions control, and solid waste handling).
Transmission includes high-voltage wires, transformers, and substations. Distribution generally includes
neighborhood-level utility poles or underground wires, physical connections to buildings, and utility
meters.i
Electric infrastructure also includes equipment and systems that are on the customer side of the electric
meter—i.e., “behind-the-meter.” These consist of the electrical wiring within the home, the connected
devices and appliances, and any distributed generation such as rooftop solar. Programs that encourage
customers to install energy-efficient measures (also “behind-the-meter”) create benefits for their
participants through energy bill savings and health and safety improvements, as well as for all
ratepayers by reducing the need for new generation, distribution, and transmission infrastructure.
Rooftop solar and other distributed resources produce many of these same benefits.
Today’s power sector is in a time of rapid transformation, from a system that was centralized and largescale to a system with more distributed resources and more active participation by consumers, as shown
in Figure 1. Accordingly, utilities and other energy service providers are shifting their business models.

Figure 1. Illustrative modern electric system

As shown in Figure 2, there are five main utility-scale generation sources of electrical energy: natural
gas, coal, nuclear, petroleum, and renewables (hydro, wind, biomass, solar, and geothermal).ii
Figure 2. Sources of U.S. electricity generation from utility-scale facilities, 2018
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Source: Reproduced from U.S. Energy
Information Administration, Electric
Power Monthly, February 2019,
preliminary data.
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/el
ectricity/electricity-in-the-us.php,
accessed January 2, 2020.
Note: Small generation resources are not
included in this figure.

Currently, renewable sources (predominantly distributed solar, and utility-scale solar and wind) and
natural gas generators account for most new electricity resource development. The costs of utility-scale
and small-scale renewable resourcesiii and storageiv have fallen quickly, and policymakers have set state
goals and implemented other policies to spur private investment. As a result, installations of these
resources have flourished. In the category of fossil fuel power plants, natural gas represented the largest
increase in generation capacity in 2017.v Meanwhile, coal is becoming less cost-competitive against
renewable energy sources. Sixteen gigawatts of coal plants retired in 2017 and another 10 gigawatts
retired in 2018, with many more announced for 2019–2024.vi,vii As a result, coal’s percentage of the
electricity generated in the United States dropped from 50 percent of electricity generated in 2008 to
only 17 percent in the first quarter of 2020.viii As coal use declines, renewable energy is ramping up.

Natural Gas
Natural gas is a fuel used for many purposes in the United States. In 2018, residential uses (primarily for
heating air and water and for cooking food) constituted about 17 percent of total U.S. natural gas
consumption. Natural gas is also a significant source of energy for commercial and industrial applications
and for electricity generation: In 2018, power plants consumed about 35 percent of natural gas energy.ix
Natural gas infrastructure encompasses a vast network needed to bring the gas to end-users. Natural
gas is extracted using drills, pumps, water, and chemicals; processed in plants; transported via pipelines,
trucks, ships, and ports; and distributed to consumers by a network of compressor stations and local
pipelines.x At each of these steps, there are potential environmental and human health impacts, and
people who live near the sites of these activities are exposed to chemicals and poor air quality.xi
In recent years, natural gas extraction has seen large technical advances in drilling, including a technique
known as hydraulic fracturing, or fracking. As fracking enabled more production of natural gas, shown in
Figure 3, the availability of natural gas within the United States increased dramatically.xii The emergence
of fracking led to a steep drop in the price of natural gas that has fueled a push for new pipelines and
electric generation using natural gas. But over the next 10 to 30 years, potential or existing
environmental policies at the federal, state, and local levels are likely to require a decline in natural gas
consumption. Jurisdictions are paying more attention to the problems associated with investing in
natural gas infrastructure given the emissions, health, and environmental impacts that occur throughout
the extraction and distribution process.xiii These problems (e.g., water use and contamination and
methane leaks) have not been well accounted for to date.xiv Decisions about building new natural gas
projects—and about extending the life of existing infrastructure—must account for the risk that such
projects could become “stranded assets,” or uneconomic to operate, before the end of their physical
lives and become a burden on ratepayers.xv

Figure 3. U.S. natural gas consumption, production, and net imports

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Monthly Energy Review, Table 4.1, April 2019.

Employment
The energy efficiency industry is a large, local source of employment (2.35 million in whole or in part in
2018), and the field is growing. In 2018, energy efficiency added 76,000 net jobs in the design,
installation, and manufacture of energy efficiency products and services.xvi
The electric power generation sector employs workers in construction, utilities, manufacturing, and
other industries. In 2018, the sector as a whole employed more than 875,000 workers, with roughly a
third in construction. Currently, most new jobs in electric generation are related to solar and wind.xvii
Roughly 242,000 workers spend most of their time on solar, with an additional 93,000 employees
spending less than half their time on solar-related work. Wind energy firms employed about 111,000
workers in 2018.xviii
The fuels sector employed over 1.1 million people in 2018.xix On the natural gas side, in 2018 there were
more than 270,000 workers employed in related industries, including mining and extraction,
manufacturing, and professional and business services.xx During parts of the gas development process,
companies often need to bring in non-local workers to fill jobs.xxi
In 2018, roughly 1.3 million Americans worked in transmission, distribution, and storage—including the
infrastructure that links electric power and fuel supplies to intermediate and end-users.xxii

1.2.

What Is the State of the Infrastructure, and Which Communities Don’t
Have Basic Energy Infrastructure?

While access to electricity is pervasive in the United States,xxiii the reliability of service varies. The
average U.S. customer experiences slightly more than one power outage per year with an average
duration of four hours.xxiv Both lower population densities (i.e., rural areas) and high wind are correlated
with more frequent power interruptions.xxv Outage duration tends to be longer in rural areas as well. For
example, Avista Corporation in Washington State reported that three-quarters of all customer outage
hours in 2018 were on rural parts of its system.xxvi
The average duration of power outages doubled between 2016 and 2017, driven by major events such
as storms.xxvii As severe weather events increase in frequency and magnitude due to climate change,
outages may become endemic.xxviii
In many states and regions, electric rates are used to support improvements and maintenance of
outdated electric transmission and distribution systems. Much of the country’s electricity infrastructure
was built in the middle of the 20th century—some even in the 19th century. U.S. energy infrastructure
receives a rating of D+ from the American Society of Civil Engineers, who point to the following
problems:xxix
●
●
●

Lack of a federal energy policy leading to no national strategy to transition to more sustainable
energy sources;
Sporadic local investment in “storm hardening” to make systems more resilient in the face of
natural disasters, pointing to a need for federal guidance; and
Cumbersome permitting processes (with high levels of local opposition) that slow down
construction of physical transmission lines that help bring renewable sources online.

The locations of fossil fired power plants depend on many factors: access to transmission lines, access to
fuel supply, and access to water for cooling. Today, many new gas plants are being built where old coal
plants once stood because of access to transmission lines.xxx Some coal plants are being directly
converted to gas. For a number of reasons, the populations surrounding these plants are
disproportionately low-income and communities of color.xxxi When operators are not required to
operate pollution emissions controls, these plants emit harmful nitrogen oxides and other toxic
pollutants.xxxii
The state of natural gas pipelines and distribution infrastructure varies widely around the United States.
Some pipelines have been in place for 75 years or more and require additional maintenance. Explosions
and other accidents in the past few years have led to calls from governors, legislators, and communities
for improved maintenance and more stringent oversight of pipelines at the state and federal levels.xxxiii
Although gas pipelines are present in all the lower 48 states, there are many rural areas without access
to natural gas for residential use. People in these areas face higher costs for space and water heating
because they must use oil, propane, or wood. Some rural homes use older electric heating systems,
which are inefficient and costly to operate.

The location of natural gas extraction infrastructure depends on where reserves are located
underground.xxxiv Often this is in rural areas. These areas obtain economic benefits (i.e., jobs, tax
revenue) from the gas industry but often bear a disproportionate environmental and human health
burden. When natural gas is transported by trucks, there is substantial wear and tear on roads, straining
local government budgets that could otherwise be spent on providing services to at-risk populations.xxxv

1.3.

Who Provides Electricity and Natural Gas?

In some areas of the country, the same “vertically integrated” utility owns generation, transmission, and
distribution infrastructure. In other areas, states have “restructured” utility regulation to allow
ownership of these parts of the sector to be broken up. The figure below shows the current makeup of
electricity providers in the United States.
Figure 4. Electricity providers in the United States
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•Large electric distributors that issue stock owned by shareholders
•Regulated as monopolies
•Most prevalent in heavily populated areas on coasts
•Serve 72 percent of customers
•38 percent of net electricity generation
•80 percent of transmission
•50 percent of distribution
•Federal-, state-, and municipal-run utilities, and not-for-profit memberowned utilities (co-ops)
•Serve 29 percent of customers
•22 percent of net generation
•20 percent of transmission
•50 percent of distribution
•Rural co-ops serve 3/4 of the country's land mass and are most prevalent in
the Midwest and Southeast
•Roughly 40 percent of net generation
•Buy and sell electricity to consumers in restructured jurisdictions
•Account for approximately 19 percent of sales to consumers

Net generation refers to the total amount of electricity produced less the electricity used in the power plant, e.g., to operate fuel
handling equipment, water pumps, combustion and cooling air fans, and pollution control equipment. (U.S. Energy Information
Administration, Frequently Asked Questions. https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=101&t=3, accessed December 31,
2019.)
Sources: U.S. Energy Information Administration 2019. Today in Energy: Investor-owned utilities served 72% of U.S. Electricity
customers in 2017. https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=40913. Lazar, Jim. (2016). Electricity Regulation in the
US: A Guide. Second Edition. Montpelier, VT: The Regulatory Assistance Project. Retrieved from
http://www.raponline.org/knowledge-center/electricity- regulation-in-the-us-a-guide-2.

Rural areas are more commonly served by electric cooperatives,
or co-ops. Today, 812 co-ops serve 20 million customers in 47
states.xxxvi Co-ops have fewer customers per mile of
transmission and distribution than investor-owned utilities.
Natural gas utilities, also known as local distribution companies,
are regulated utilities that deliver natural gas to end-users
(residential, industrial, and commercial customers, also called
ratepayers) in a region. Some gas utilities are investor-owned,
while others are municipal-owned. These utilities transport
natural gas from a main delivery point on a transmission
pipeline to individual customers.xxxvii

1.4.

RURAL CO-OP CHALLENGES
Co-ops, which tend to serve rural areas,
maintain more distribution lines with less
revenue. The isolation of these systems can
make infrastructure construction and
maintenance more expensive, as well as
make it more challenging to maintain a
reliable power supply. Furthermore, lack of
broadband access in rural areas can make it
difficult to install various technologies that
can improve the operations of the grid.

Who Pays for Improvements and Maintenance?

The owners of a given component of energy infrastructure (such as a power plant, electric transmission
and distribution, or gas distribution systems) pay for its construction and maintenance. Ultimately, the
funds come from ratepayers—owners either directly recover the costs in rates, or they recover costs
plus financing over an extended period of time, also via rates.xxxviii,xxxix For both electricity and natural gas,
the impact on equity depends on how the rates are designed for residential customers (e.g., how much
is assessed in a fixed monthly charge versus a charge that is dependent on usage)xl and how costs are
apportioned among different rate classes (residential, commercial, and industrial).xli
Existing transmission and distribution systems are maintained by individual utilities and under certain
circumstances by independent system operators. The costs of maintaining and replacing aging
infrastructure can be high. Private utilities often build maintenance and upgrade costs for transmission
into rate increases—but because some regulators limit these increases, their utilities often do not
adequately maintain and upgrade their systems.xlii If utilities do propose to address potential weak spots
on their systems, they tend to focus on assets that earn a larger profit (e.g., poles and wires) rather than
less costly energy efficiency and other distributed energy resources (see page 26). Some regulators have
countered this tendency by establishing quality standards and utility incentives for service performance,
including reliability and customer service.xliii This performance-based regulation can be a useful tool for
other purposes as well: It can be designed with metrics to assist low- and moderate-income customers
and better ensure affordability.
New transmission infrastructure is being developed through state policies to connect large-scale
renewable resources in remote areas to urban areas with high demand. New utility-scale installations of
renewable resources, particularly wind and solar, are burgeoning. Smaller-scale individual solar
installations, often paid for or leased by the individual customers/owners, are also skyrocketing. The
growth of rooftop solar, as with energy efficiency, results in lower electricity sales.xliv This creates a
challenge for utilities to pay for the maintenance and management of the grid. But it also creates
opportunities such as improving resiliency in neighborhoods (particularly if combined with storage).

1.5.

Who Has Oversight?

Energy utilities provide essential services to the public, and the physical, technological, and economic
aspects of how they do business naturally lead to the formation of monopolies. For these reasons,
regulation of electricity and natural gas utility systems has evolved to ensure systems are reliable, safe,
and fairly priced.
Regulation primarily occurs at the federal and state levels. Federal regulators have overall responsibility
for reliability and oversee interstate power sales and service through the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC).xlv Each state has a public utilities commission (PUC, also sometimes known as a
public service commission or corporation commission) with appointed or elected members who regulate
facilities and the retail sales (including rates) of private utilities.xlvi,xlvii Resources that are behind-themeter (residential solar and energy efficiency programs) are generally overseen by the jurisdiction that
sets rates for that electricity or natural gas provider.
Consumer-owned utilities—municipal utilities, utility districts, and cooperatives (co-ops)—are not
generally regulated by state PUCs. Municipal utilities are typically governed by city councils or
independent boards, utility districts are governed by an elected body, and co-ops are governed by a
board elected by members (i.e., customers/ratepayers of the co-op).
Local governments in some states have a degree of authority over transmission siting, power plant
siting, pole and utility line siting, and coordination with construction. But in most states, permitting for
transmission and power plant siting is handled by the state (i.e., local regulations and legislation may be
preempted). In addition, there are regulations governing the many health and environmental impacts
associated with electricity generation, such as those related to air and water pollution, solid and
hazardous waste, and water discharge. These regulations stem in part from the federal Clean Air Act,xlviii
Clean Water Act,xlix and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.l The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) enforces these regulations or delegates its authority to state or local environmental
protection offices. Environmental regulators at all levels of government have some jurisdiction over
power plant emissions. Some states have a requirement that fossil-fired plants obtain a “certificate of
need” from the utility commission, an environmental impact statement, or a wetlands permit depending
on the location of the facility and state authority. Many states also have an energy office that manages
state energy planning, which guides utilities in their procurement and addresses the state’s
environmental and energy goals, such as reducing harmful emissions. As shown in Figure 5, much
decision-making happens at the state and federal levels.
All of these layers lead to a diverse set of requirements, timelines, and oversight that make access to
decision-making difficult for citizens and community leaders, as discussed more below.

Figure 5. General framework for regulation of electricity and natural gas in the United States

Notes: This represents the general framework in place in most parts of the country.
Other federal departments include Department of Energy, Council on Environmental Quality, Office of Management and Budget,
and others with portions of energy and environmental regulation or oversight of those regulations. Other state departments
include agencies like transportation, housing, and public health.

Natural gas production is regulated by various federal and state regulations for air, water, and solid and
hazardous waste impacts.li,lii,liii,liv These statutes govern various aspects of the environmental impacts of
natural gas infrastructure. The “fracking” of natural gas has impacts on air quality, water quality, and
solid and hazardous waste levels. Among the primary concerns are the chemicals and water used to
force natural gas from the ground so it can be captured and used.lv Per the 2005 Energy Policy Act,
regulation of fracking is under the purview of the states, yet many states do not require any disclosure
of the chemicals used in fracking.lvi Implementing regulations on the use of chemicals and water in
fracking has played out differently in different states.lvii All of these factors have implications that affect
equity in areas where fracking occurs, which is primarily rural areas.
Natural gas pipelines are regulated by FERC when they are being sited under the Federal Power Act. lviii,lix
The related infrastructure, like compressor stations along the pipelines, may require state or local

This mismatch in regulatory oversight—the federal government intervening in air and water
quality matters, while leaving energy decisions to the states—leads to inconsistent and
unequal consideration of concerns important to the populations discussed in this report.
permits for air, water, and waste impacts.lx The federal Department of Transportation regulates natural
gas transported by barge or truck, and the Coast Guard regulates transports by fuel barges.lxi,lxii Where
natural gas and oil wells are located on public lands, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has
oversight of the rights and leases to minerals and fuels.lxiii
Government agencies dealing with energy, health, and the environment generally do not coordinate
among themselves, so decisions are made without sufficient discussion across agencies. These decisions
suffer from a lack of forward-thinking about how multiple agencies working together could make more
equitable decisions. This problem is highlighted by issues that affect multiple facets and levels of
government and the public, like the intersection of energy and health. Given the extent of existing
federal and state programs and regulations, the implications and inefficiencies are large. To counter
these difficulties and promote coordination, several states (e.g., Arkansas, Connecticut, Kentucky, and
Massachusetts) enacted legislation that placed their energy and environmental agencies under one
cabinet official. As another example, the Board of Directors of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative
consists of commissioners from environment and energy agencies in each member state.
Because the United States lacks a national energy strategy, decisions regarding energy policy and
services occur separately in each of the 50 state PUCs (or their equivalent) and state energy offices.lxiv In
contrast, while the primary implementation of environmental law and policy also occurs at the state and
local levels, specific federal regulations such as the Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act require nationallevel standards. EPA oversight generally helps to ensure that laws are consistently implemented and
enforced across states and localities, regardless of economic status or population size.lxv This mismatch
in regulatory oversight—the federal government intervening in air and water quality matters, while
leaving energy decisions to the states—leads to inconsistent and unequal consideration of concerns
important to the populations discussed in this report. For example, in federal energy decisions like those
related to building new pipelines, environmental regulators who might seek to mitigate a project’s
negative impact have little influence until the project is far along and difficult to change. Also, while
there is a National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for projects that are of a certain size or receive at
least a certain amount of federal funding (e.g., projects on federal highways), not every state has an
equivalent state environmental policy act, or SEPA. Where SEPAs exist, their scope varies by state.
Finally, as revealed in interviews conducted for this report, neither NEPA or their equivalent SEPAs have
fully utilized the broad scope of these acts to integrate equity concerns and to require alternatives to a
proposed project that would improve public health and the environment.lxvi
Sometimes permitting processes at the state and local levels can be pre-empted by a federal authority.
For example, FERC has primacy over natural gas pipeline procedures and permits, and it can override

local concerns on permitting a compressor station or pipeline location or route.lxvii States may pre-empt
local decision-makers as well, for example in decisions on the locations of energy facilities.
State governors and high-level officials (such as agency commissioners) can have considerable influence
on energy policy. However, these officials turn over every four years or so. Short political timelines
result in inadequate attention to longer-term issues in energy decision-making, including ongoing
community education and engagement. While many federal and state regulators have longer terms,
they face other constraints—such as access to the resources needed to launch effective public
awareness campaigns on how to influence the decision-making process.

1.6.

Who Participates in the Decision-Making Process?

In addition to the federal and state regulators whose roles are described above, various players
influence the decision-making process.
Utilities and their trade associations have strong voices in ongoing policy discussions. These entities
bring to bear a wealth of resources—in the case of utilities, largely funded by ratepayers—to build
persuasive arguments in favor of their business interests. In addition, the fossil fuel and clean energy
industries influence policy decisions related to power generation and the transition to renewables. In
many cases, utility responsiveness to customer concerns has been slow or non-existent, leading to
consumer mistrust of utilities. To ensure more voices are heard, some state PUCs have formed
stakeholder collaboratives that include various interest groups to informally discuss and make
recommendations to the PUC.
More than 40 states have a consumer advocate who represents the public in rate hearings and
negotiations. This role may reside in the attorney general’s office, within the PUC, or within another
agency.lxviii The level of their funding for advocacy and the amount of resources at their disposal vary a
great deal. The job of those offices is generally to represent the interest of all classes of consumers, from
industrial to residential. When groups of consumers have conflicting interests (or, in the case of lowincome consumers, could benefit from more focused attention) these offices are constrained in their
ability to respond.
Community action agencies or legal aid groups sometimes intervene if they get funding specific to a
particular issue or decide to focus on some aspect of energy (such as a rate case). While municipal
utilities and co-ops may be better aligned with customer and community priorities and needs, given they
are managed by and report to local representatives, disadvantaged consumers may not have an
adequate voice in decision-making. Municipal utilities may not have the resources to educate their
board members about new technologies or lower cost alternatives to their business-as-usual approach.
Communities of color and low-income communities have long been left out of decision-making. People
of color are underrepresented in energy leadership and in agencies addressing energy issues, according
to our interviews. A 2016 study by the Labor Neighbor Research and Training Center and ACORN
International for the Rural Power Project looked at the composition of governing boards of cooperative

electric utilities in the South. This
study concluded that 95.3 percent
of board members were white,
while only 4.4 percent of the
members were African
American.lxix
Information asymmetries are a
real barrier to greater community
participation in energy sector
decision-making. While
communities may be aware of the
health impacts of local facilities
Natural gas pipeline through
(e.g., power plants or pipelines),
forest. Photo by Big Stock.
they may not understand the total
impacts of all facilities in their area, the cumulative impacts over time, or the contributions of different
types of energy use.lxx Further, host communities sometimes only learn that infrastructure is being
planned for their area once the project has already met a number of regulatory requirements. The costs
of overbuilding energy facilities or the risk of cost overruns are generally not obvious to communities
when investment decisions are made.

The implications of poor investments may take years to become public. Nonetheless,
ratepayers are often on the hook. The resulting rate increases may have large impacts on lowincome customers.lxxi

Advocates and community groups also face major logistical barriers to intervening in energy decisionmaking processes. Frequently, regulatory rate cases before PUCs occur during weekday working hours,
effectively limiting participation. Other energy decision-making processes, like permitting for electricity
and natural gas infrastructure (such as new pipelines), happen at the federal level. In these cases,
intervention effectively requires attendance at meetings or hearings in Washington, D.C., and therefore
is limited to national non-government organizations with staff dedicated to these issues. Other energy
infrastructure permitting processes, such as for transmission lines, generally occur at the regional or
national level and likewise offer limited access for community-based advocates. Disjointed proceedings
or lack of access to information about the processes and timing make it difficult for advocates and
affected communities to participate.lxxii
Energy and environmental proceedings and processes each come with their own terminologies,
boundaries, requirements, and regulatory cultures that intervenors must navigate to influence the
outcome. To be effective, information presented must be consistent with the scope of the proceeding
and the definitions and authorizing legislation and regulations. This requires specialized skills. Those

proposing projects hire consultants and legal representativeslxxiii at market rates that can be hundreds of
dollars per hour. The general public—and especially customers who are low-income, rural, and on a
fixed income—not only cannot afford to hire consultants, but they are also unfamiliar with the
nomenclature and procedures. When members of these groups submit comments or attend public
hearings, their interventions are usually broad (“we don’t want this plant”) and general (“we have too
many facilities in our town now”). As a result, they are easily dismissed by the agency since it may be too
late in the process or the comments are not specific enough to be addressed.
As a result, low-income communities, communities of color, and especially rural communities (where
most fracking occurs) may be excluded from the energy decision-making process. Although tribes have
special rights to consult on federal projects that might affect Native historical sites under the National
Historic Preservation Act,lxxiv many feel that their input is not adequately considered, particularly in
natural gas and oil extraction decisions.lxxv In some parts of the United States, these are significant
concerns for tribes who may not be consulted about developments on land within or adjacent to their
jurisdictions.lxxvi As an extreme example of the time-sensitive and high-stakes energy decisions
impacting disadvantaged communities, energy companies and utilities may use eminent domain to
acquire private land needed for planned oil and gas pipelines and transmission lines. Such instances are
often controversial and contentious.
The environmental justice movement is fighting to lessen the negative impacts from siting decisions,
improve access to new clean technologies, and enhance the oversight of existing facilities. Yet resource
constraints make sustained, in-depth, long-term intervention very difficult. Section 5 discusses
opportunities for making energy infrastructure decision-making more inclusive.
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